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Abstract
This is a call for action to scientific journals to introduce reporting requirements for toxicity and ecotoxicity studies. Such reporting requirements will support the use of peer-reviewed research studies in regulatory decision-making. Moreover, this could improve the reliability and reproducibility of published studies in general and make better use of the resources spent in research.

Toxicity and ecotoxicity studies published in scientific journals can have an impact outside the scientific community by contributing to decision-making processes in society. As scientific journals are able to communicate efficiently with individual researchers via their guidelines for authors and review processes, their actions are crucial in ensuring adequate reporting of research studies. Society is increasingly asking science for decision support in both direct and indirect ways, and there is consequently a potential for greater collaboration.
between the scientific community and the regulatory sector. We therefore urge scientific journals to improve the reporting of toxicity and ecotoxicity studies by introducing reporting requirements. Modern technology means much of this work can be automated, for example by asking authors to respond to the reporting requirements before completing the submission of a new paper. This will make it possible for journals to identify studies with inadequate reporting early in the publication process, and will simplify the peer review process.

Reporting recommendations, suitable for toxicity and ecotoxicity studies, are already publicly available via the reporting and evaluation tool SciRAP (www.scirap.org) (Beronius, Molander, Rudén, & Hanberg, 2014; Moermond, Kase, Korkaric, & Ågerstrand, 2016). These reporting recommendations are based on the internationally harmonized Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development test guidelines to ensure a comprehensive cover of relevant aspects, but also further developed in collaboration with scientists, risk assessors and regulators (Beronius, Ågerstrand, Rudén, & Hanberg, 2017; Kase, Korkaric, Werner, & Ågerstrand, 2016). The reporting recommendations concern aspects such as description of the endpoint, test substance, vehicle, test organism or animal model, test environment, housing conditions (for in vivo toxicity studies), exposure conditions, results and statistics. Adequate reporting of these aspects is crucial for the understanding of a study's strengths and limitations, and thereby its potential regulatory use. Systematic reporting recommendations have already been implemented in several other research areas, e.g., Nature's reporting checklist for life sciences articles, the ARRIVE guideline for in vivo toxicity studies, the STROBE statement in the field of epidemiology and the MIAME reporting standard for microarray experiments (Brazma et al., 2001; Kilkenny, Browne, Cuthill, Emerson, & Altman, 2010; Nature, 2013; Vandenbroucke, von Elm, Altman, Gøtzsche, & Mulrow, 2007).

We also encourage the regulatory sector to take action. Guidance for hazard and risk assessment of chemicals generally requires or recommends that all relevant data should be taken into account. Non-standard studies can contribute with critical data and fill information gaps. Such an example is identifying and assessing endocrine disrupting chemicals, as research studies using novel methods and endpoints may be more sensitive and relevant for assessing endocrine-related outcomes (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2013; Kortenkamp et al., 2011). Similar considerations apply to nanomaterials as they are known to behave differently in ecotoxicity tests compared to conventional chemicals, for which most test guidelines were developed (Hartmann, Ågerstrand, Lützhøft, & Baun, 2017), as well as veterinary and human medicines as they may have specific effects on non-target organisms through interactions with drug targets (Lillicrap, Macken, & Thomas, 2015; Ågerstrand et al., 2015). In spite of this, studies conducted in accordance with standardized test guidelines, such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development test guidelines, and Good Laboratory Practices are sometimes by default attributed higher reliability than (academic) research studies and preferred for regulatory hazard and risk assessments (Kase et al., 2016). This example shows the importance of adequate reporting so that peer-reviewed research studies can be better understood and included in regulatory assessments. From a European perspective, the European Commission, the European Chemicals Agency and the European Food Safety Authority are some of the stakeholders with the potential to influence the scientific community to improve the reporting of studies to meet regulatory requirements.

For some time, researchers, decision makers and scientific journals have discussed the issue of insufficient reporting of peer-reviewed studies and the consequences for the confidence in individual study results and in science in general (Glasziou et al., 2014; Hanson et al., 2017). An insufficiently reported study is not necessarily a study of low scientific quality. However, it is often perceived as such if information to understand the results and evaluate their validity is missing. This is unfortunate, as it undermines the trust in science and, importantly, hampers the integration of peer-reviewed research studies into the scientific basis for decision-making processes.

Within the field of chemical assessment, there are several examples of controversies caused partly by disagreement between experts regarding the reliability and relevance of studies published in the peer-reviewed literature. Examples include, in the USA, the widely used herbicide atrazine, and the brominated flame retardant decaBDE, which now is proposed to be regulated both in Europe and in the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (Alcock, MacGillivray, & Busby, 2011; Boone et al., 2014). Insufficient reporting of design, conduct and results can partly explain the reduced credibility of individual studies. Consequently, regulators and risk assessors are struggling with how to use such studies as part of the scientific basis for chemicals regulation. Unfortunately, peer-reviewed studies can therefore be ineligible for regulatory use even though they have the potential to provide critical data and fill important information gaps (Kortenkamp et al., 2011; Zoeller et al., 2012). Despite this being a concrete and well-defined problem, current measures for how to deal with it remain insufficient.

It is our experience that academic researchers, in general, are not well aware of regulatory processes and the requirements placed on scientific data that are used in hazard and risk assessment of chemicals (Ågerstrand et al., 2017). This low awareness could result from a low interest in regulatory aspects and regulatory use of studies. However, this is not in line with many academic researchers’ aspiration of preserving and protecting the environment and human health. Therefore, a possible alternative explanation could be that this is the result of the scientific community and the regulatory sector working isolated from each other, or without sufficient interaction, for a long time and thereby developing somewhat incompatible work cultures.

It could be argued that it is not the role of the scientific community to deliver data for chemicals regulation and decision-making, and that this responsibility belongs to industry and regulatory agencies. It could also be considered that the primary purpose of studies from the peer-reviewed literature is to contribute to knowledge and innovation. Both are indeed true. However, current chemical regulations such as the REACH (EC 1907/2006), state that all relevant data should be considered when conducting hazard and risk assessment of chemicals. Studies should be evaluated for their adequacy to a particular assessment, irrespective of who performed the study and for what purpose (European Chemicals Agency, 2011). Furthermore, the aspects expected to be reported for a study to be considered for use in a chemical assessment are generally also important for publishing research results in a way that ensures transparency and scientific credibility. The existing reporting
requirements used in regulatory decision-making did not evolve separately from science; they are the direct result of years of method development and research performed within the scientific community.

Therefore, peer-reviewed research can provide information that is crucial for decision-making to protect human health and the environment. However, to act as an adviser for society when decisions are to be taken, reporting of peer-reviewed studies need to be thorough and accurate, thereby ensuring reproducibility and reliability of the published results. This can be achieved by improving reporting requirements for authors.
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